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The SensiGuard® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles

EMEA

relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
5 June 2020.
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Read more: AllAfrica.com
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United Kingdom
29 May 2020: Three men were arrested on
suspicion of theft of fuel from a truck on the A1.
The arrest followed after the vehicle they were
travelling in was stopped by officers just south of Great Ponton.
Read more: Stamford Mercury (U.K.)
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South Africa

2 June 2020: The trial against a gang of four
suspected cargo thieves commenced at the

3 June 2020: A Cash-in-Transit vehicle was

Arnsberg district court. The accused are said to

ambushed in Bushbuckridge, resulting in injuries

have stolen the cargo of trucks from the A2 rest area

to three officers. Approximately 15 to 20 armed

in the Lippetal. There are four cases in total, three of

suspects used explosives to gain access to the
vehicle. The suspects took a limited amount of cash and two

which are in the Lippe Valley.
Read more: Hellweg Radio (Germany)

firearms. No arrests have been made.
Read more: Mpumalanga News (South Africa)

30 May 2020: Unknown burglars caused
€410 of damage at a material warehouse in

3 June 2020: Dozens of people rushed to the

Luisenstrasse. Sometime between 10 a.m.

scene of an armed robbery in Krugersdorp to grab

Friday and 5:00 p.m. Saturday, the unknown perpetrators

stacks of cash strewn across the street. Police said

gained access to the warehouse, and ransacked several

a group of suspects in at least three cars attacked a

cupboards.

cash van with explosives in the early hours of the morning. They

Read more: PressePortal (Germany)

got away with money, some of which was scattered on Kagiso
Drive.
Read more: Eyewitness News (South Africa)
2 June 2020: Police data has shown that crime

APAC

levels have slowly been increasing to ‘normal’
levels as lockdown restrictions have eased, with
security companies saying the trend will continue.
They expect a rise in both serious and petty crimes such as

India

household robberies, Cash-in-Transit heists, theft, and the

5 June 2020: The police invoked the Preventive

Hijacking of vehicles.

Detention (PD) Act against two robbers accused

Read more: Business Tech (South Africa)

of being involved in highway robberies under Mills
Colony police station limits in April this year. It is

29 May 2020: Police performed a raid on a
Diepsloot residence, with one of South Africa’s most
wanted criminals shot dead in a shootout. They
have arrested eleven of South Africa’s most wanted

alleged that the duo beat up several truck drivers and
helpers while committing the robberies.
Read more: Telangana Today (India)

criminals over the last month and a half, with all of the suspects
connected to a spate of Cash-in-Transit robberies.
Read more: The South African

Malaysia
26 May 2020: Five men were arrested for
being involved in two hardware store robberies

Germany
2 June 2020: Unknown perpetrators slashed the
tarpaulin of a truck at a parking lot in the direction
of Dortmund on Autobahn 45. The white semitrailer stopped for the night at the motorway
parking lot. The brazen thieves cut the tarpaulin of the trailer in

in Rawang during the movement control order
(MCO). All those arrested were between 38 and
49 years old; one of them had a prior criminal record. Police
also retrieved two stolen trucks, several hardware tools, and
three cars.
Read more: The Star (Malaysia)

the back left area in two places and stole a cardboard box with
clothing. The damage amounts to €1,000.
Read more: PressePortal (Germany)
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America

Mexico
3 June 2020: A Tobacco company registered a
loss of MXN $1.5 million in merchandise when
one of their delivery trucks was intercepted by
armed criminals in Zempoala, Hidalgo. Authorities received
report of a stolen delivery truck and a car. Of the two vehicles,

Brazil

only one was located, with two individuals locked in the trunk
2 June 2020: A driver went to Feira de Santana
police station to register an alleged theft of a load
of wire, estimated at R $ 150,000. However, the
accident was simulated and part of the cargo was

hidden in a warehouse. The driver unloaded 70% of the material
in a warehouse in Feira de Santana, then tried to simulate

of the car. The two males indicated that they were intercepted
in Tecámac, State of Mexico, where the criminals took a firearm
from their possession, and forced them into the trunk. The
criminals then proceeded to intercept the cargo unit in the state
of Hidalgo.
Read more: Criterio Hidalgo (Mexico)

an accident by purposely throwing the cart on a bank of the

2 June 2020: Ten people were murdered in two

BR-242, to defraud the vehicle insurance and simulate a loot of

violent attacks in the state of Guanajuato. The first

the cargo. The cargo was recovered by the police.

incident occurred Tuesday afternoon when a group

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)
1 June 2020: After the beginning of the measures
announced by the governor to combat the new
coronavirus, all types of crimes against property
dropped in the state. However, in relation to cargo
theft, in two areas the crimes doubled compared
to the same period last year: Mesquita and Ricardo de
Albuquerque—where the cases went from 15 to 30, and from 8

of armed men opened fire and threw a grenade in a
tire repair shop in Celaya, killing four men. The second incident
occurred that same night in San Luis de la Paz, where six
people were killed at a “cachimba,” a roadside business often
frequented by truck drivers. Three of the victims were female
employees of the restaurant located near km 92 of Highway
MEX-57.
Read more: El Universal (Mexico)

to 16, respectively. In Campo Grande, in the West Zone, there

30 May 2020: Authorities recovered 957 stolen

was also an increase of 17%—from 28 to 33 cases.

KN95 face masks, valued at approx. MXN $60

Read more: Globo Extra (Brazil)
1 June 2020: Cases of cargo theft and
looting of cargo in Santa Catarina State
decreased 70% in 2019 compared to the
previous year. There were 60 occurrences in 2019 against
198 in 2018. The data was presented by the police in a
videoconference at the Federation of Companies of Cargo

million, in a warehouse within the Tultipark II
industrial complex in Tultitlán, State of Mexico.
The face masks were reportedly stolen on 27 May while being
transported via Highway Cuautitlán-Lechería, and were tracked
back to the warehouse thanks to GPS devices embedded within
the cargo.
Read more: Diario Presente (Mexico)

Transport and Logistics in the State of Santa Catarina
(Fetrancesc).
Read more: Polícia Civil de Santa Catarina (Brazil)
28 May 2020: Crime plummeted in the capital
of São Paulo in April, during the pandemic
of the new coronavirus, according to data
released on 26 May by the SSP (Secretariat of Public Security).
Only homicides increased by 3.1% in the state of São Paulo.
Regarding cargo theft, there was a 41.2% drop in the city
compared to the same period last year.
Read more: Amazonas Atual (Brazil)
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U.S. & Canada

1 June 2020: The U.S.-China Phase One trade
deal is not dead, but it is on life support. The two

3 June 2020: The air freight market is starting to

superpowers’ deteriorating relations in the wake

see rates fall as capacity comes in—and demand

of a Chinese security law covering Hong Kong

subsides. New figures out today show May

has implications for container, tanker, dry bulk

volumes have improved month on month, but
the past two weeks have seen demand dip, perhaps signaling

and gas shipping demand, as well as shipping stocks.
Read more: FreightWaves.com

more challenging times ahead as airlines return capacity to the
market.

1 June 2020: The mingling of heavy-

Read more: The Loadstar (U.K.)

duty trucks and highly agitated protests
has created a new safety question for

2 June 2020: Harpreet and Mohinder

the trucking industry to answer: How to get through without

Chadde have had enough—they have

adding fuel to the flames?

been victims of alleged cargo and

Read more: Fleet Owner

vehicle thefts, three times in the past year. The couple have
been in trucking since 1996, and started their Ontario-based

29 May 2020: A Dallas man pleaded guilty to

company in 2005. Of late, their efforts to grow the business

stealing $26,000 of cigarettes from the back of a

have been stymied by falling freight rates, cutthroat competition,
unavailability of reliable drivers and now, theft.
Read more: Truck News

tractor-trailer rig parked overnight in Wichita Falls.
Read more: Times Record News (Wichita Falls, TX)
29 May 2020: The General Services

1 June 2020: The Michigan Department of

Administration is preparing to start work on an

Transportation is in the process of assessing

expansion project for the Otay Mesa Land Port of

and restoring infrastructure after severe flooding
swallowed roads and bridges in the east-central
portion of the state.
Read more: Transport Topics

Entry, California’s busiest border crossing point for
commercial trucks.
Read more: Transport Topics

1 June 2020: The trucking sector is
looking over the landscape of rioting and
looting in numerous American cities and
counting up the impact on operations.
Read more: FreightWaves.com

28 May 2020: The future of last-mile logistics
could be a hybrid truck and drone model, but
there are significant regulatory barriers keeping it
from becoming a reality in the near future.
Read more: Supply Chain DIVE
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